Roadster Bodies & Associated Parts

**Roadster Top**
The Sid Chavers' Bop Top fits a variety of '32 windshields including stock, SO-CAL and Duval. It folds up and is easily stowed away in the trunk. It uses only four mounting points (each side at the top of the windshield and the two stock '32 quarter-panel mounts) and floats above the painted body surfaces.

Features and benefits: Lightweight • Four-bolt Attachment • Easy Installation and Removal • Folding Design for Easy Storage • Glass Rear Window • Haartz Stayfast Material in Black or Tan Standard Colors (custom colors available at extra cost) • SS Hardware • One-piece Oak Header Bow • Custom Soft-sided Case and Video Included

**Sid Chavers' Bop Top**
- #109-BT001T Tan top for Stock '32 windshield: $2,495.00 ea.
- #109-BT002T Tan top for Duval windshield: $2,495.00 ea.
- #109-BT003T Tan top for SO-CAL windshield: $2,495.00 ea.
- #109-BT001B Black top for Stock '32 windshield: $2,495.00 ea.
- #109-BT002B Black top for Duval windshield: $2,495.00 ea.
- #109-BT003B Black top for SO-CAL windshield: $2,495.00 ea.

**SO-CAL Bullnose**: The SO-CAL Bullnose is investment cast in polished stainless steel. The shape fits a '32 Brookville shell, but it can also be easily formed to fit your shell as all shells do not have the same profile. There are three styles of emblems: the standard Ford script in blue, black or red.

(A) #001-60200 SO-CAL Bullnose: $59.95 ea. (emblem not included)
(B) #011-B-8212 Ford script blue: $30.00 ea.
(C) #011-B-8213 Ford script black: $30.00 ea.
(D) #011-B-8214 Ford script red: $30.00 ea.

**SO-CAL Cowl Spears**: Long and Short: Investment cast in stainless steel, these cowl spears add that finishing touch to any vehicle that has a stock center hood hinge, for example, '32 through '36 Fords. Because the spears are attached with automotive-grade doublesided tape, they can be adapted to many vehicles. They can also be cut to fit across a cowl vent if the short spear is not the desired look.

(A) #001-62163 SO-CAL Cowl spear—short: $19.95 ea.
(B) #001-62001 SO-CAL Cowl spear—long: $39.95 ea.